


Marwin as Iron Man 

Violet as Elsa 

Mikayla as Dorothy 

Hanson in Traditional  

clothes 

Spencer the flying 

monkey 

Yoonu with his bat cape 

Thomas in his dinosaur 

onesie 



Today was our book week dress up day and to celebrate our room 

theme the children created some collages of the Wizard of Oz 

characters. Using different coloured tissue paper the children cre-

ated Glinda the good witch, the scarecrow and the cowardly lion. 

Spencer also created Dorothy with a dress cut out. Using the small 

glue bottles they spread glue across their person before placing on 

their tissue paper. When they are dry we will add the finishing 

touches to our characters.  



Spencer, Yoonu and Thomas spent some time 

playing in the home corner. Using their imagina-

tion they pretended to be making some differ-

ent foods and drinks.  

Violet, Hanson, Mikayla, Thomas and Spencer 

used their construction skills and creativity to 

work with the wooden blocks. Hanson chose to 

work with the small coloured blocks, taking his 

time he was able to stack them on top of each 

other until they formed the design he had in 

mind. Mikayla and Spencer showed Miss Stacey 

what they were creating. While Violet and Thom-

as used the stacking blocks to work with. These 

activities encouraged the children to develop 

their hand eye coordination skills while also 

working on expressing their ideas and feelings 

through play.  







Stringray 
Staff Name Briohny Stacey Taylor 

Shift 9.30-6.00 8.15-4.30 7.15-3.30 

Date 27/8/21 Rest Pause 10 mins 10 mins 10 mins 

Day Friday Lunch 
1.00-2.00 12.15-1.00 

11.30-
12.15 

Child Morning tea Lunch Afternoon Tea Rest Time Bottle 

SPENCER ALL MOST most 11.50-1.35 ALL 

MIKAYLA ALL MOST most 11.40-1.20 ALL 

YOONU ALL ALL most 11.55-12.55   

THOMAS SOME ALL most 12.10-1.40   

HANSON ALL ALL most 12.03-2.00   

VIOLET LATE ALL most RESTED   

MARWIN LATE ALL most 12.10-2.00   

UV Rating    
Morning 
Tea   PINEAPPLE, APPLE AND STRAWBERRY WITH RICE CRACKERS 
Alt Morn-
ing Tea   PINEAPPLE AND APPLE WITH RICE CRACKERS 

Lunch APRICOT CHICKEN AND RICE 

Alternat af tea blueberry muffin with carrot and cucumber sticks 
Afternoon 
Tea   pizza scrolls with carrot and cucumber sticks 


